Heavy
Various
Various
Various
Various
Various
History Of Unheard Music
Planosaurs
Various
Lydia Lunch
The Cramps
Uakti
Donner Party
The Who
Various
Various
Tom Verlaine
Wire
Various
The Cynics
Penguin Cafe Orchestra
Various
T Rex
Boozoo Chavis
Controlled Bleeding
Hank Williams
Various
The Replacements
Phantom Tollbooth
Clive Pig
Various
The Fleshtones
The Gyuto Monks
Roy Orbison
Various
The Godfathers
The Pu$htwangers
Various
Sun Ra & Arkestra
The Lorries
James Carr
Short Dogs Grow
Various
My Dad Is Dead
Made For TV
Go Betweens
Various
Yo Yo Ma
William S. Burroughs

Island Of Sanity-New Music From NYC
Girl Groups
Smack My Crack
Soul Twist
Drop It
Groovy Neighborhood
The Red Bird Story
Hysterie
Rockinreelinauklandnewzealandxxx
Uakti
Donner Party
Two's Missing
Screaming Soul Sisters
Deram Dayze
Flash Light
The Ideal Copy
Hot Boppin' Girls
Blue Train Station
Signs Of Life
Born Bad Volume 2
History of...Volume 1
Louisiana Zydeco Music
Core
Just Me And My Guitar'
The In Crowd
Pleased To Meet Me
One Way Conversation
A Sense Of The Size Of The World
Tumba Cuarto & Ka'i
Vs. Reality
Tibetan Tantric Choir
In Dreams
Geyser
Hit By Hit
Strangler From Behind
Another Shot For Bracken
Reflections In Blue
Crawling Mantra
At The Dark End Of The Street
Short Dogs Grow
La-La Means I Love You
Peace, Love And Murder
Spies Everywhere
Tallulah
Def Jam Retail Tracks
Japanese Melodies
Break Through In Grey Rooms

Recommended/ NMDS
Rhino
Giorno Poetry Systems
Rhino
Harmonic Ranch/ NMDS
Rounder
Charly
CD Presents/Pollution Cont.
Vengeance
Verve/Polygram
Cryptovision
MCA
Rhino
Charly/Decal
Polygram
Enigma
Supersonic
Get Up
Editions EG/Jem
Born Bad
WKUK
Maison De Soul
Placebo
Country Music Foundation
Rhino
Sire
Homestead
Hopewell
Original Music
Emergo
Windham Hill
Virgin
Enigma
Link
Relativity
Positive Force
Black Saint/PSI
Homestead
Blueside
Rough Trade
Rhino
Birth
VinylSiding
Big Time
Def Jam
CBS
Sub Rosa
Continued...
Heavy (cont)
Crazy Backwards Alphabet
The Ferrets
David Murray
Faith No More
Hugo Largo
Wayne Horvitz
John Fred And The Playboys
Kitchener
Fuzzbox
Siouxsie And The Banshees
Goo Goo Dolls
Brian brain
Dementia 13
Henry Rollins
Steaming Coils
Fats Waller
Winter Hours
Jandek
Dissidenten
The Art Barbeque
Joe King Carrasco
Amazulu
Shorty Rogers
Joe Jackson
Max Roach Double Quartet
Muskrats
Brotzman/Laswell
Pyrolator
Kassav
REM
Jon Rose
Holger Hiller
James Blood Ulmer
Nathan Abshire
Zoogz Rift
Cecil Taylor
Charles Rosen
The Cure
File Cajun Dance Band
The Outta Place
Various

Crazy Backwards Alphabet
Angry Young Ferrets
New Life
Introducing Yourself
Drum
The President
The Best Of...
The Grand Master
We’ve Got A...
The Peel Sessions
Goo Goo Dolls
Time Flies When You’re Having...
Mirror Mind
Not Animal Machine
Never Creak
Volume II, 1935
Leaving Time
Modern Dances
Life At The Pyramids
Feet Hacked Rails
Bandido Rock
Amazulu
Short Stops
Will Power
Bright Moments
Soul Francisco
Low Life
Synthesizer
#5
Dead Letter Office
Forward Of Short Leg
Whippets (12"
Live At The Caravan Of Dreams
The Best Of...
Water
For Olim
Beethoven Piano Sonatas
Kiss Me Kiss Me Kiss Me
Cajun Dance Band
Outa Too!
None Whatsoever

Medium
Kronos Quartet
Clark And Olsen
Age Of Chance
Suzanne Vega
Royal Crescent Mob
Green Pajamas
The Flowerpot Men
Various
Sun City Girls
Ornette Coleman
Mighty Spinfacter
Tony Bennett
Gabriel Yacoub
Richard Strauss
Black Stalin
The Silos
The Disturbed

Monk Suite
So Rebellious A Lover
Cruch Collision
Solitude Standing
Omerta
Book Of Hours
The Flowerpot Men
Cutting Edge
Horse Cock Phepner
Prime Time/Time Design
In The Kingdom Of Heaven
Jazz
Elementary Level Of Faith
Symphonia Domestica
iTime
Cuba
Toated Volvo

SST
Midnight
Black Saint/PSI
Slash
Relativity
Dossier/NMDS
Jin
B’s
Warner
Strange Fruit
Mercenary
Moving Target
Midnight
Texas Hotel
Rotary Totem
Bluebird/RCA
Link
Corwood Industries
Shanachie
Dossier/NMDS
Rounder
Mango
Bluebird/RCA
A & M
Soul Note/PSI
Subterranean
Celluloid
Warning
Celluloid
IRS
Dossier/NMDS
Mute/Wright
Caravan Of Dreams
Swallow
SST
Soul Note/PSI
Nonesuch
Elektra
Flying Fish
Midnigt
Vacant Lot/PC

Landmark
Rhino
Virgin
A & M
Celluloid
Green Monkey
Link
Cooking Vinyl
Placebo
Caravan Of Dreams
Placebo
CBS
Shanachie
CBS
B’s
Record Collect/ILA
Disturbed
Cont’d
Armed Observation
Cobra
A Barcas Dos Amantes
The Shivering Man
Bridgework
Rolling Thunder
Nelson Symphony #4
Bringing Mary Home
New Ways Of Seeing
Fait A La Main
The Towers Of New London Vol. 2
Hey Love
Mute Lament
Hasty Pudding Thearre
Sex Mad
Fast Folk-Songs Of Tradition
Daze Of Corndogs And Yo-yos
Easy As Pie
F.O.A.D.
Hard Ons
Black Snake Diamond Role
Low Life
The Untouchables Soundtrack
Loud Whispers & Quiet Screams
Dragnet
Jazz Anthology Sampler
Tiny Days
Hotsy Girl 12"
The Three Kingdoms
Right On!
The Big Idea
An Audience With The Queen
& Woods
Saturday Nights & Sunday Morning
Totem Poles & Glory Holes
Plays W.C. Handy
Captive Soundtrack
Hotel California
Woody's Children
Broken
Serenade No. 3 For Piano
The Perfect Blend
Happy All The Time
Brainburst
Adventures Of The Heart
Painted Moon 12"
Scratch
Happy Planet
The Bears
Untitled
SlowTrain
Funky Town
Red Dust & Spanish Lace
Music Visions
Farewell and Remember Me
Join The Army
Praise
Sextet
I Know You Got Soul 12"
One Thousand Years 12"
Cuneiform
Hat Hut/NMDS
Verve/Polygram
Mute/Wright
Fantasy
rel1x
CBS
Rebel
CryptoVision
Swallow
Vinyl Siding
Profile/Zakia
Veracious/PC
CBS
Alternative Tentacles
Fast Folk
Rough Trade
Amazing
Combat Core
Big Time
Relativity
Iron Wood/PC
A & M
Veracious/PC
MCA
Atlantic
Relativity
Product Inc./Wright
Shanachie
Rebel
Yoyo
Alligator
Impulse
Big Time
Restless
CBS
Virgin
Sacrifice/ILA
Midoaks
109
Nonesuch
Discos CBS International
What Goes On
Chameleon
Gramavision
RCA
Enja
IRS
PNRC
Profile
Rel1x
RCA
MCA
Capstone/NMDS
Shanachie
Caroline
Positive Force
Watt/ECM
Island
Mute/Wright
Cont'd
Medium Cont'd
Les Rita Mitsouka
Spirit Of The West
Bleached Black
Franz Koglmann
Locus STP
Daniel Lanz & Paul Speer
Various
John Lewis
Various

C'est Comme Ca 12"
Tripping Up The stairs
Bleached Black
Ich
Million Dollar King
Natural States
Fast Folk-Dec. 86
Bach: Well Tempered Clavier
Angels In The Architecture
Virgin
Rounder
Relativity
HatArt/NMDS
Jargon
Equinox
Fast Folk
Philips/Polygram
Editions EG/Jem

Light
Denny Freeman
Isabelle Antena
Andrew Poppy
Duke Robillard
Edgar Meyer
Shadow
Eddie Daniels
Bill Bruford
Yellowjackets
Metropolis
Teresa Brewer
Various
The Endmen
John Jarvis
English Dogs
Les Brown
Miles Davis/Gil Evans
Johnny And The Thunders
Junior Delgado
Illiterate Beach
Chet Atkins
W.C.Clark
Flying Burrito Bros.
Mason Ruffner
Stan Campbell
Wagner Tiso
Borbetonagus
Primitons
Specimen
John Blake
Judas Priest
The Silencers
Dr. M. Pemulus/Poet'sCorner
Dash Rip Rock
Roland Hanna & George Mraz
Ace Frehley
Spear Of Destiny
Paul Greaver
Timermans & Wise
Dino & the Dynosaurs
Michael Feinstein
Shelleyan Orphan
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
Kim Robertson
Bobby Hackett
Terje Rypdal
Steve Earle & TheDukes
Divine Weeks
EXE

Blue Cruise
Hoping For Love
The Beating Of the Wings
Swing
Dreams Of Flight
Raw Energy
To Bird With Love
Earthworks
Four Corners
The European Suite
The Songs Of Irving Berlin
San Jose Is Ground Zero
Beautiful Track Home
Something Constructive
Where Legend Began
Digital Swing
Porgy And Bess
Johnny And The Thunders
Raggamuffin Years
No PolyesterPlease
Sails
Something For Everybody
Live From Europe
Gypsy Blood
Stan Campbell
Giselle
N.Y. Performance
Happy All The Time
Brainburst
Adventures Of The Heart
Live
Painted Moon 12"
Another Split LP
Dash Rip Rock
Romanesque
Frehley's Comet
Outland
Joy
Poems Of The Five Mountains
Dynosaur
Sings Irving Berlin
Hellborne
Hold On
Moonrise
What A Wonderful World
Blue
Exit 0
Through And Through
StrickenBy Night
Amazing
Les Disques Du Crepuscule
Zang Tumb Tumb
Rounder
MCA
B's
GRP
Editions EG/Jem
MCA
CBS
Doctor Jazz
Petroleum By-Product
Petroleum By-Product
MCA
Combat
Fantasy
CBS
Endless Weekend
Island
Susstones
CBS
Marquee
Relix
CBS
Elektra
Verve/Polygram
A garic
What Goes On
Chameleon
Gramavision
CBS
RCA
Placebo
688
Black Hawk
Atlantic
Virgin
Global Pacific
Chameleon
dynosaur
Elektra
Rough Trade
Warner
Invincible
Doctor Jazz
ECM
MCA
Restless
Shatter
Cont'd
Fillet Of Sole
Chunky But Funky
Missing You Already
Nothing Takes The Place Of You
Ticket To Trauma
In A Body
Coming Home
The Lifeguard
This Feeling Nice
Change Is Gonna Come
My Telephone
Party Time Again
Get Wise
Sucker For Candy
Dragon 12"
Trio
Atlantic
Domination 12'
As Winter Falls
Dont Give Me The Crack 12"
Memory
Bring The Family
Scarred But Smarter

Petroleum By-Products
Uptown
Link
Ichiban
SST
Bauta/PC
Invincible
Rebel
B's
Little Hill
Public
B's
CBS
Atlantic
B's
Warner
Endless Weekend
Luke Skywalker
Cryptovision
Ruff Tuff
LD Promotions
A & M
688

Submission
The Bomb Song
Look Away
You're Doin' It Well
Blue Trails
Voodoo Priest
Misery Loves Company
School's Out
She's A Nuclear Bomb
Oil Can People
Keep Walkin'
Woman Of Principle
Eres Tu
So Strong
Un Dia
Te Vuelve Loco
Drive Real Fast
TV Dinner
The EP
Soltera Y Libre
Money Dream
Apariencias
Oh, Lucille
Me vas A Echar De Menos
Vida Mia
A Girl Has Gotta Know
No Perdona El tiempo

Rotary Totem
Twilight
K
Midnight
Twilight
Alien Cactus
Rotary Totem
SST
Toxic Shock
Stucco
Jeorgia Anderson
Island
Audiorama
Chrysalis
Audiorama
Audiorama
Tomcats
Budget Ranch/PC
No Clubz/PC
Audiorama
Popllama
Audiorama
TSMB/PC
Audiorama
Americatone
TSMB/PC
Audiorama
Cassettes
Fred Frith/Various
Aaron Copland
Nudge Squidfish
Two Zillion Flying Potatoes
Sean Grissom
Mitch Friedman
Slave Cave
Various
Zot Theatre
Peter Van Riper
Heads On Sticks (NY)
Stupids
The Random Factor
Demo Moe
Doc Dexter
Obsfos
Pieces Of Wood
Mrs. Whitehead
Johnny Cash
77 Sunset Strip

Festival MIMI 87 Announcement
Old American Songs
I'm Cocky For Love
TZFP
Cajun Cello Live
Pop Corn
Slave Cave
Bad Newz Cassette zine #1
Kiwanis Wanna-Be
Acoustic Metal music
Heads On Sticks
Violent Vacation With Peruvian
Ramrods Of Virtue
Recent
Sampler
Obsfos
Demo
Mrs. Whitehead
...Is Coming To Town
Surf Distortion

MIMI
CBS
N.S./PC
Big/PC
Endpin
Mitch Friedman
GGE/PC
Bad Newz/PC
GGE/PC
Peter Van Riper
Blot
Toxic Shock
Randommusic/PC
Screwgum
Jewel
Obsfos
Pieces Of Wood
Mrs. Whitehead
Polygram
Gorgeous

Compact Discs
Our thanks to Denon, who will be donating a CD player to WFMU later this summer. Thanks also to the companies that have already sent us CD's.

8 Track Tapes
I'm not sure why, but we haven't received any 8-tracks lately. Looks like I'll have to cancel my plans for an all 8-track tape show.

Folks,

Our summer program guide (Lowest Common Denominator) is out. Drop me a line if you'd like one of these or a copy of our June cover story in the Village Voice (I promise this is the last time we'll mention it). Also, if you missed our Winter LCD, High Times reprinted Jim Marshall's (The Hound) "The 10 Worst Things That Happened To Popular Music (or...why everything sucks)" in their August issue.

New Show: "Caravan" with Gerald Seligman. Gerry has written articles on international music for The Nation, Jazziz, and Pulse magazines. Sundays 3-5 PM.

You're all welcome to submit contributions to our next LCD. We need literary type stuff (you know...articles, essays, poetry) and artistic type stuff (cartoons, scribblings, etc.) and money type stuff (ads). Deadline: August 20th. This issue's theme: Conspiracy Theories. Send all LCD type stuff attention: LCD. Don't send them to me, 'cause I might plagiarize them to pass some courses next semester. If you've got any questions call Bart Plantenga or Ken Freedman.

Layman's guide to the WFMU mystical, magical new releases system. Each album that arrives (old or new) stays in the new bin for four weeks. Each Thursday new stuff is added. DJs have been known to camp out on the sidewalk on Wednesday night to be among the first to hear a new record. After the four weeks, I tabulate how many plays each got. They are then put in the library, where they are played but not tabulated. We print a monthly playlist and each record is only listed for one month.

Thank you for sendings records. Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou...

David Newgarden